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Prince Charles on private visit to Transylvania
Imagine this, Prince Charles is living in a delusional world of fantasy of
being Dracula Vlad the Impaler and is running around in the forest of
Transylvania role playing his kinfolk’s life. He’s a real, genuine Prince of
England, in line to become King when his mother dies. If he becomes
King, he would ascend to becoming the Head of the Anglican Christian
Church. BRITAIN’S Prince Charles is not a well man; it is rumored the
British royal will never become king because he’s suffering from
memory loss and other symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease.

Dracula means "son of the devil"
in Romanian.

PRINCE CHARLES A VAMPIRE?
By Andrew Zarowny
Is Prince Charles a vampire? The heir to the British Throne claims that
he is related to Vlad the Impaler, the Romanian scoundrel who inspired
Bram Stoker to write his novel, ′Dracula′. According to the Associated
Press, Prince Charles says that genealogy shows that he is related to
old Vlad. Could this explain why the prince has done work to protect
the forests of Romania and to stop the construction of the Dracula
Land theme park in the Transylvania region? Or is Prince Charles
playing trick-or-treat early this year for Halloween?1
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(AP) – BUCHAREST, 6-8-12- Romania (AP) — Britain's Prince Charles is
relaxing in one of his favorite places, Transylvania, immediately after
celebrating Queen Elizabeth II's Diamond Jubilee.
Charles arrived for a private visit Wednesday in Targu Mures, a town
in the heart of Transylvania, about 100 miles (160kilometers) south of
where Bram Stoker's 1897 novel "Dracula" is set. Stoker based Dracula
on Vlad the Impaler, whom Charles calls a distant relative.

Prince Charles 'the winged hero' demon?
A giant bronze statue of Prince Charles as a winged hero
"saving the world" is to become the centerpiece of a
remote Amazonian town. The Prince was presented with a
model of the sculpture, which shows him with bulging
muscles, pinned back ears and only a loin cloth to protect
his modesty. During his visit to Tocantins state in central
Brazil the Prince was told the full size piece would be
erected in a square named in his honour in the main town
of Palmas.
Prince Charles retains a full head of hair in the statue
Charles arrived in Tocantins from Rio, where he showed
his appreciation for Brazilian culture by doing the Samba
with street dancers and playing football with children at a
community centre. Artist Mauricio Bentes molded the
statue of his 53-year-old subject using pictures
downloaded from the internet. Apart from the angel-like
wings and muscular physique he also gave Prince Charles
a full head of hair. At his feet are human bodies, one of
whom is drinking a bottle of wine. Piranha-infested
Accepting the scale model of Mr Bentes' work the Prince
said he was "amazed" and "deeply touched". Explaining its
significance, Tacantins state governor Jose Wilson
Sequeira Campos said: "It is Prince Charles saving the
world". Charles, dressed for the trip in a khaki safari
shirt, is in the region for a visit to a global warming
station. The Cangacu research station consists of
thatched wooden buildings perched on stilts in a swamp.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/1857482.st
m

Images were broadcast Thursday of Charles waving to locals in the
picturesque village of Miclosoara, where he sometimes stays. Locals
said that Charles was looking for some down time after the Jubilee
festivities in Britain. The prince owns property and supports traditional
farming methods in Transylvania, which he calls "the jewel in
Romania's crown." His son Prince Harry spent Easter in Transylvania.
Prince Charles …
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/45850427/ns/world_newseurope/t/murder-inquiry-after-female-remains-found-uk-queensestate/ 1/3/2012 4:25:18 PM ET
LONDON — A murder mystery with elements of an Agatha Christie
whodunit is unfolding at the vast country estate where Queen
Elizabeth II and her family gathered in rural splendor to celebrate
Christmas and New Year's.
British police said that a young woman's body was found in the forest
at Sandringham and that they are treating it as a murder case.
An autopsy was conducted Tuesday, but the precise cause of death
was not disclosed, and investigators have yet to establish the woman's
identity. The royal family is not implicated in the crime in any way.
The body was discovered by a dog walker on New Year's Day three
miles (5 kilometers) from the queen's elegant country home. Norfolk
police said tests showed the body had been there one to four months.
Police said a forensic pathologist found that it was highly unlikely the
death was of natural causes and that there was no evidence of
accidental injury. Investigators hoped to use DNA to identify the
woman.
In 2010, the body of a 46-year-old woman was found on the crown
estate near Windsor Castle. She had apparently been killed by
hammer blows to her head. Her estranged husband was convicted of
manslaughter and sentenced to 26 years in prison.
Last March, the body of an American with a royal obsession was found
on an island in the park opposite Buckingham Palace. Authorities said
Robert James Moore, who had sent rambling letters and strange

packages to the queen, may have been dead for as much as three
years. The cause of death was not determined.
Now Sandringham, which has served as a private residence for British
monarchs since 1862, has been touched as well.
Sandringham has long been one of the queen's favorite residences,
especially during the holidays. The queen has a long-established
routine that calls for presents to be exchanged on Christmas Eve,
followed by a church service in the morning and a gala lunch. There
are usually long walks through the countryside as well.
The royal family also typically enjoys horseback riding and shooting
parties at Sandringham in the brisk winter weather.
Message from HRH the Prince of Wales

PRINCE CHARLES OLD TIME RELIGION
The work of Temenos could not be more important. Its commitment
to fostering a wider awareness of the great spiritual traditions we
have inherited from the past is not a distraction from the concerns of
every-day life. These traditions, which form the basis of mankind's
most civilized values and have been handed down to us over many
centuries, are not just part of our inner religious life. They have an
intensely practical relevance to the creation of real beauty in the arts,
to an architecture which brings harmony and inspiration to people's
lives and to the development within the individual of a sense of
balance which is, to my mind, the hallmark of a civilized person. The
Principles for which Temenos stands are rooted, in my mind, to the
interests of our children and our children's children and to the world
they are to inherit from us. This concern for our traditions is not to
deny progress. It rather represents a care to do what we can to ensure
for future generations the survival of civilized values and the
maintenance of that vital thread of the continuity of tradition that
links past and future. In the great spiritual traditions of the world it is
understood that wisdom and compassion go hand in hand. But it is
also understood that following this path requires both courage and
conviction. I admire the courage and conviction of all those who are
prepared to challenge the deadening effects of the 'industrialization'
of life itself, a process which carries no sensitivity to the qualities
which go to sustain a truly civilized and harmonious society. I pray that
the wise and compassionate work for which Temenos stands will
prevail. I myself will do all I can to help, preserve and encourage it. 2
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PRINCE CHARLES AFTER HINDU RITUAL

Dr. Mozammel Haque
Media Advisor
Islamic Cultural Centre, London
“It (Islam) very explicitly describes Nature as
possessing an “intelligibility” and that there
is no separation between Man and Nature,
precisely because there is no separation
between the natural world and God,” said
Prince Charles, the heir to the throne, while
he was lecturing on the subject – Islam and
the environment to an estimated audience
of 1,000 scholars at the Oxford Centre for
Islamic Studies (OXCIS), on Wednesday, the
9th of June, 2010, at the Sheldonian
Theatre, Oxford. The audience included the
Lord Mayor of Oxford, John Goddard,
Muslim community leaders, scholars of
Islamic Studies, and students, academicians
and ambassadors.

Prince Turki al-Faisal, Shaykh Abdullah Bin
Baiah, Dr. Abdullah Omar Naseef and Prince
Mohammad, bin Nawaf bin Abdulaziz, Saudi
Ambassador to the United Kingdom also
attended the lecture.

PRINCE CHARLES
AGENDA 21 AND WORLD
WITCHCRAFT
Now who were THE players behind the
birthing of sustainable development?
To my surprise, it was Prince Charles.
Not happy with the Christian faith,
Charles turned to "Para- psychology"
which some define as "dabbling in the
occult." He was greatly influenced by
the South African-born writer,
explorer, and mystic Laurens van der
Post who was a friend of his
grandmother, the Queen Mother. The
prince was also influenced by James
Lovelock, a British scientist who
formulated the "Gaia hypothesis,
which today is known as the worship
of the earth, a belief based on the
Greek goddess Gaia, the Earth Mother.
Charles concurs with the perversion of
Genesis 1, 2, and 3.
Most people will not find Prince
Charles or his environmental activities
in the headlines of major newspapers.
Nor do his biographies really explain
his involvement, as there is basically a
blackout on what he is really doing
worldwide. In April 1991, fourteen
months before UNCED, the Prince held
a private two day international
conference aboard the royal yacht
Britannia, moored off the coast of
Brazil. His goal was to bring together
key international figures in an attempt
to achieve a degree of harmony
between the various countries that
would happen at the Rio Earth
Summit. Then Senator Al Gore was
present, along with senior officials

from the World Bank, chief executives from companies such as Shell
and British Petroleum, the key NGO's, and other officials.
Several years ago, I had the opportunity to interview Maurice Strong
and specifically asked him about this meeting. He told me he was in
London at a World Wildlife meeting hosted by Prince Philip and was
asked by Prince Charles to accompany him to Rio for the April 1991
meeting. Furthermore, in 1990 when sustainable development had
just been formulated by the Brundtland Commission, it was the
prince who commended them for "bringing the term 'sustainable
development' into everyone's vocabulary." 3

PRINCE CHARLES PUTS HIS FAITH IN OUJA
BOARDS
Prince Charles puts his faith in Ouija boards? So says Edna Brown: ExVanity Fair editor's scorching book depicts her 'friend' Diana as a
spiteful and manipulative neurotic
Brown, at the time an ambitious young British editor charged with
turning around the fortunes of an ailing title, did not mince her
words. She described Charles as cranky, self-obsessed and, at 36,
prematurely old. She said he surrounded himself with an assortment
of gurus, tried to contact his dead uncle Earl Mountbatten though an
Ouija board and was dismissed by his father as a "wimp". 4
Humanity (and the earth) down the river with his recent remarks
about Islam leading the way in the Green Movement, as reported in
the Daily Mail UK:
Prince Charles yesterday urged the world to follow Islamic 'spiritual
principles' in order to protect the environment.
In an hour-long speech, the heir to the throne argued that man's
destruction of the world was contrary to the scriptures of all religions
- but particularly those of Islam.
He said the current 'division' between man and nature had been
caused not just by industrialization, but also by our attitude to the
environment - which goes against the grain of 'sacred traditions'....
He added: 'The inconvenient truth is that we share this planet with
the rest of creation for a very good reason - and that is, we cannot
exist on our own without the intricately balanced web of life around
us.
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On March 6th 1996 Prince Charles and his sons
voluntarily got a microchip implant on their
right hands for “security” reasons and since
then millions of people around the world have
followed the course and others are about to.
If you take a look at all the above said, you can
easily tell what I am trying to say. In case you
don’t, let me summarize the whole thing.
The current British royal family (The Windsors)
is the direct descendant of the 13th bloodline
and they are the family from which the
Antichrist is going to arise. They project their
real occult status in their royal logos without
being noticed by most of the people and they
are driving their secret agenda of satanic rule
on the world right under our nose but we don’t
know it.
“You'll see it when you believe it.” Wayne Dyer
http://logoextremist.blogspot.com/2010/03/bri
tish-royal-antichrist-logo.html#ixzz1xYRG60CE
Jesus said that the Devil is the Father of Lies.
Christians must be sober and alert as the day of
the Lord draws near so that we will be able to
hear His voice knowing with all of our hearts
that we are not being deceived by the evil one
he spirit of antichrist is already at work. As
these Last Days approach, more and more, we
are witnessing people abandon the bible in
favor of the New Age Movement, witchcraft,
and Unitarian beliefs. A great falling away from
true faith: 2Thes. 2:2, 3, The day of Christ shall
not come except there come a falling away
(apostasy) first. Matt. 24:12Iniquity shall
abound… the love of many shall wax cold. Matt.
2: 5, 11, 24.

Prince Charles the Sustainable Prince , by Joan M. Veonhttp://www.womensgroup.org/JOAN VEON, 14
Woodmere Circle, Middletown, MD 21769
4
https://secure.gn.apc.org/members/www.bilderberg.org/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=2199

'Islam has always taught this and to ignore that lesson is to default on
our contract with creation.'

PRINCE CHARLIE IS A BLITHERING IDIOT

The AntiChrist and a Cup of Tea — Charles, Prince of Wales,
Foretold . . . In The AntiChrist and a Cup of Tea, Tim Cohen
provides biblical evidence to demonstrate that all of the
prophecies pertaining to the coming AntiChrist — that can be
fulfilled before he assumes control over a global government
during the Great Tribulation — are already fulfilled in a living
prince of Roman lineage; this is true of no one else, not even that
same prince's sons. This prince, for example, has the lineage: he
claims descent simultaneously from Israel's King David, Islam's
false prophet Mohammed, and, by way of a false occult lineage,
Jesus Christ Himself! 7
This prince has the imagery: his personal heraldic achievement
or coat of arms has the literal symbolism of the first beast of
Revelation 13, which represents the AntiChrist, and of Daniel 7
(i.e., the little horn having eyes like the eyes of a man — a
unicorn with human eyes). This prince's coat of arms also bears
the red dragon described in Revelation 12 and 13, specifically
representing Satan, and he was seen globally as he faced this
dragon in 1969 to be coronated as "Prince of the Red Dragon"
(i.e., Satan). This prince has the name calculation: his title, by
which he is globally known, calculates to 666 in both Hebrew and
English on the original biblical numbering system — the very
system used in the underlying Greek text of Revelation 13:18 to
specify the number six-hundred and sixty-six. This prince has
the involvement in the Mideast peace process. In fact, the
current Road Map, as well as the Oslo process from which it
derives, and the Madrid Peace talks from which the Oslo process
itself derived, can be directly traced to the London Agreement of
1987, which in turn can be directly traced to...THIS PRINCE. Also,
this prince has the global authority.... That's right — he is not the
ignored wimp that the masses have been misled to believe;
rather, he is the number one globalist on the planet today, and
has been for decades. Indeed, this prince is over the entire New
World Order power structure. This is accomplished through the
world's most prominent and oldest order of chivalry: the Order
of the Garter. This order is very much more than
6 ibid
7 http://prophecyhouse.com/
http://www.scribd.com/doc/30652050/Deceitful-ChangeAgents-of-Hell-Avatars-Messiahs-and-Ascended-Masters
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merely a revival of King Arthur's legendary round table. And to
top it all off, this prince NOW HAS THE IMAGERY OF WHAT COULD
BE THE FUTURE ABOMINATION THAT CAUSES DESOLATION! 8
Prince Charles delivers keynote speech at Copenhagen summit

Prince Charles of Wales, keynote speaker
at Copenhagen Meeting said, “For the grim
reality is that our planet has reached a
point of crisis and have
only seven years before we lose
the levers of control.”

The bonehead Prince Charlie made his pro-Islam comments during a
speech at Oxford's Centre for Islamic Studies, in which he so blatantly
sucked up to his hosts/sponsors that the audience appeared to be
completely disgruntled to the point of revulsion.
What Islamic "spiritual principles," Charles? The ones embodied in the
Koran and other Islamic texts that say Jews are "apes and pigs" that
should be hunted down and slaughtered? Or the Koranic verses that
dictate all non-Muslims must be murdered or that otherwise incite
Muslim followers to violence? Or how about the Koranic scriptures
and commentaries that say women are worth one-half or less than
men, that men are their superiors and essentially own them as
property?
How does any of this hateful rubbish constitute Islamic respect for the
"intricately balanced web of life around us?" Have you ever seen the
practices of Islamic animal slaughter or read the derogatory Islamist
remarks about dogs and other animals? While the West can barely
get a handle on animal abuse, at least it tries, but you can bet animal
abuse is far more rampant in many if not most Muslim countries.
And associating environmentalism with Islam is another disgrace that
will completely turn off millions of people from joining the Green
Movement. From the looks of things - such as the proposed London
mega-mosque, which was planned to have sand all around it - if
Muslim fanatics were left to their own, they would turn the entire
planet into one big desert. Yep, that's a fine environmental principle.

BLOOD LINE TO THE KINGDOM
This British royal logo or precisely the coat of arms of the future king
and now Prince Charles of England was designed by the British college
of heraldry using a system of guidelines over 500 years old. The logo
successfully features all the 12 major signs of the antichrist. When you
take a passer by’s look at the logo the only thing that comes to your
mind is the greatness of the British Empire but that’s not all. There is
more to it.
This logo actually represents “the man of sin” The Antichrist himself.
There is this occult society by the name of “Free Masons” also known
as the” Illuminati” “the tribe of Dan” or the 13th bloodline which
comes from Egypt. The 13th bloodline is known as the “seed of Satan”
because they are known to be the direct descendents of the Satan.

The inhabitants of the British Isles also came from Egypt. Are you
connecting the dots?
Why do you think Prince Charles married a woman who did not belong
to any royal family nor had nothing to do with royalty? Of course, it
wasn’t a Cinderella story.
Princess Diana Frances Spencer comes from the direct descendants of
the Stuart kings. The bloodline she brought into the royal family brings
the bloodlines of all the kings who left descendants into the current
Windsor royal family. Now the children of Prince Charles (Prince
William Arthur Phillip Windsor, Prince Henry Charles Albert Windsor)
bear all Merovingian bloodlines i.e. the evil bloodline.
“They had not worshiped the beast or his image and had not received
his mark on their foreheads or their hands. They came to life and
reigned with Christ a thousand years”. (Revelation 20:4)
Read more: http://logoextremist.blogspot.com/2010/03/british-royalantichrist-logo.html#ixzz1xYSNIia9
Under Creative Commons License: Attribution.
And the huge dragon was cast down and out -- that age-old serpent,
who is called the Devil and Satan, he who is the seducer (deceiver) of
all humanity the world over; he was forced out and down to earth,
and his angels were flung out with him." [Revelation 12:9]
Satan is a serpent! That is what this verse truly says. He is "that ageold serpent" whose name is "the Devil and Satan"! Thus, it was no
surprise that Satan appeared in the form of a serpent in the Garden of
Eden. Consistent with this Biblical teaching, occultists boldly state that
Satan is a Reptilian; further, they say that the most powerful demonic
possession possible is with demons that have a Reptilian form. Keep
this in mind, for it will be most important later on.

http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/arti
cles/PH/Newsletters/Prince%20Williams%20
Antichrist%2005-11-10.pdf
2 John 7, “For many deceivers are entered
into the world, who confess not that Jesus
Christ is come in the flesh. This is a deceiver
and an antichrist.”
Daniel 11.21 There shall arise a vile man, to
whom they (Jews) shall not give the Honor
of the Kingdon (Title of Messiah) but he shall
come in peaceably and obtain the Kingdom
by flatteries. Who could deny Prince
William.? He will be adored by everyone as
Diana was. No one would believe or think it
possible for him to be the antichrist but [he
could be]. Prince Charles is teaching him the
ropes right now. He is a 33rd deg
Freemason. WILL IT BE PRINCE CHARLES--OR PRINCE WILLIAM?

NEWS BRIEF
"Winged Prince is 'Savior of the World' ", Fox News Life, March 7,
2002.
"LONDON — The Prince of Wales is to be immortalized in bronze as a
muscular, winged god dressed in nothing more than a loincloth. He
will be the first living member of the Royal Family to have a life-size
statue dedicated in his honor. Although the Prince is destined to
become Defender of the Faith when he becomes King of England, the
inscription on the statue in Brazil will honor him as 'Savior of the
World'."

http://www.scribd.com/doc/30652050/Decei
tful-Change-Agents-of-Hell-Avatars-Messiahsand-Ascended-Masters

The marriage of Charles to Diana was so extremely
important because Diana brought one aspect of the
Merovingian Bloodline back to the English crown. Greatest
among the princess's forebearers were the Stuart kings,
(Charles II and James II.)She unwittingly gave this
bloodline to the current Royal Family, and thus her son
Prince William was the first child to claim lineage from
every English king who has left descendants.

FROM ATLANTIS TO ANTICHRIST: THE ANGLO-BRITISH ROYAL SECRET
EXPOSED
Two Royal Families in Great Britain have claimed of them to be
descendants of the Royal House of David, a Bloodline which
supposedly produced many of the ruling Houses of Europe today,
including the British Monarchy and current ruling House of
Windsor. The other family important to this lineage is the Scottish
House of Stuart (Spencer), whose most infamous descendant was
the late Princess Diana. While there is discrepancy as to whether
or not the Windsor claims to the Throne of England are legitimate
(being descendants of the Germanic House of Saxe-CoburgGotha), most agree that the Stuart lineage are not only the rightful
heirs to the Throne of England (and Scotland), yet also to the
Throne of David, and Israel itself. In light of this, it was therefore
of paramount importance that the Windsor's seek out a 'Virgin' of
the Merovingian Bloodline to marry into, in effect, to finally
legitimize their long held Occult power and authority claimed of
them being descendants of Crusader Godfrey de Bouillon, who was
given the honor of the Kingdom and declared "King of Jerusalem"
in 1099, as well as creating what they see would be a unique Christ
descendant from such a union of their draconic lineages that
would forever legitimize their tight grasp on the British Monarchy.
Therefore this intriguing and most infamous of arranged
marriages between Charles and Grail Princess Diana was not
hatched solely by the Windsor's themselves, it was of far more
ancient design and connected to the Knights Templar. Interestingly
enough, six months after the Royal Wedding, while Diana was
already three months pregnant, came the release of Holy Blood
Holy Grail, its three authors making shocking claims of European
lineage supposedly 'exposing' long held Templar secrets. This
'secret' being propagated to the world in 1982
contained the genealogical record of the Davidic
Bloodline passing thru Christ and His descendants
to became the Merovingian Kings, a secret which
curiously became the foundation for the Occult and
its own prophecy about the birth of a future King.

This designation just reeks of the title Antichrist is planning to
take upon himself when he appears on the world scene. He will
come striding though the smoke, dust, and destruction of the
planned Third World War [NEWS1056] to establish "peace and
safety", amidst great "lying signs and wonders". He will deceive
the entire population of the world -- except for God's Elect -because a mighty demonic spirit of lying and deception will blow
through the world at the time he appears.
Let us go back to this article:
"He is shown naked, apart from the loincloth, with giant, angellike wings protruding from his back. His arms are extended as if
offering comfort and security. The statue will dominate the town
square, to be named after the Prince, in Palmas, the state capital
of Tocantins on the edge of the rainforest. The sculpture, which
will invite comparisons with the statue of Christ overlooking Rio
de Janeiro from Corcovado, is set on a marble base. At its feet is
an untidy mass of human bodies, one drinking from a bottle of
wine, which is said to represent the world in a mess which the
Prince is busy saving."
If you look closely at this statute, you can see the teeming mass
of humanity mired in what looks like mud, looking up
expectantly at this winged Prince Charles. Since Winged Charles
is so much larger than the people below, he looks positively huge
in comparison. He looks divine; coming to "rescue" mankind, to
give us "peace and safety".
"Jose Wilson Sequeira Campos, the Governor of Tocantins, in
central Brazil, said: 'It is Prince Charles saving the world. We
think he is deserving of it.' While the muscular physique of the
statue, complete with bulging pectorals, maybe not immediately
shouts Prince Charles, the facial features are unmistakable, even
if he has a full head of hair and small, pinned back ears."

PRINCE CHARLES SAVING THE WORLD
Many people remember him as being proud and haughty, and
mean to the beloved Princess Diana; however, Charles traveled a
long way back in many people's minds when he went to Diana's
defense against the Mother Queen, after Di had been killed.
Further, remember that the man who will ultimately be
Antichrist will be a practitioner of Black Magic Witchcraft, just as
Daniel 8:23-25 foretells; therefore, he will absolutely ooze charm
once he appears on earth, for there are powerful charm rituals

guaranteed to "charm" anyone not saved by the
Blood of the Lamb!
PRINCE OF DARKNESS.

INDICATORS THAT PRINCE
CHARLES MAY BE ANTICHRIST
ANTICHRIST MUST BE A KING
REVELATION 17:8, 11 “The Beast that thou sawest
was, and is not; and shall ascend out of the Abyss
[which the Occult equates being located in the
depths of the Atlantic Ocean],(Christians, the Abyss –
the pit of hell ) and go into [the Son of] Perdition: and
they that dwell on the earth shall marvel, whose
names were not written in the Book of Life from the
foundation of the world, when they behold the Beast
THAT WAS, and is not, and yet is. And the Beast that
was, and is not, [even he is the Eighth (KING), and is
of the Seven] (Merovingian Kings).
DANIEL 11:33-36 “And they that understand among
the people shall instruct many: yet they shall fall by
the sword, and by flame, by captivity, and by spoil,
many days. And some of them of understanding shall
fall, to try them, and to purge, and to make them
white, even to the Time of the End: because it is yet
for a time appointed. And the KING shall do according
to his will, and he shall exalt himself above every god,
and shall speak against the God of gods.”
DANIEL 8:23-25 “In the latter time, a KING of fierce
countenance and understanding dark sentences shall
arise. And his power shall be mighty, but not by his
own power: and he shall destroy supernaturally, and
shall prosper and practice and shall destroy the
mighty and the Holy people. And through his policy
also he shall cause Craft to prosper in his hand; and
he shall magnify himself in his heart and by peace
shall destroy many: he shall also stand up against the
Prince of princes, and he shall be broken.”

2 THESSALONIANS 2:3-5
“For that day shall not come, except there come a
falling away first, and that Man of Sin be revealed,

God has permitted Satan to maintain a degree of
authority to deceive the nations and take human being’s
POWER, THRONE AND AUTHORITY; but it is men and women
who have given him THE RIGHT to do it. How is that?
Because Satan rules the darkness of this world, his realm
(kingdom) of operation, and that darkness is found in the
hearts of men who refuse to love the truth.
Notice in (Rev. 13:2) that the devil (the dragon) has
power: "the dragon gave him his power." Strong's (G1410)
says the word "power" means "miraculous power." He
has "a seat," meaning "a throne" (Strong's G2362). He
has "great authority," meaning "exceeding authority"
(Strong's G1849 G3173). Also the devil, the head of "the
rulers of the darkness of this world, spiritual wickedness
in high places" (Eph. 6:12), will give all of this to one man,
who will manifest the adversary's miraculous power and
great authority from the throne he receives from Satan.
The devil or Satan is introduced to us as a person who
opposes God and His work.
"Now the serpent was more subtle than any beast of the
field which the LORD God had made. And he said unto the
woman, Yea, hath God said, ye shall not eat of every tree
of the garden? 2 And the woman said unto the serpent,
we may eat of the fruit of the trees of the garden," (Gen.
3:1, 2). Satan - a Hebrew name meaning literally
'adversary, the accuser' In the Greek of the New
Testament, the name Satan (AS) is the leader of fallen
spirits (See Matt. 12:24).

The Book of Daniel, chapter 11, says that the willful king
(Antichrist) will honor a "strange god" -- a god whom his
father’s knew not… a "god of forces” There is a great
spiritual blindness that covers the earth today. Many
Christians seem to be caught in a web of deceit. Why
have so many so often been so blind to the meaning of
the great events often been so oblivious to the meaning
of the great events transpiring in our time?
And he opened his mouth in blasphemy against God, to
blaspheme his name, and his tabernacle, and them that
dwell in heaven. (Revelation 13:6) And the king shall do
according to his will; and he shall exalt himself, and
magnify himself above every god, and shall speak
marvelous things against the God of gods, and shall
prosper till the indignation be accomplished: for that that
is determined shall be done. Neither shall he regard the
God of his fathers, nor the desire of women, nor regard
any god: for he shall magnify himself above all. But in his
estate shall he honour the God of forces: and a god whom
his fathers knew not shall he honour with gold, and silver,
and with precious stones, and pleasant things. (Daniel
11:38)
Is it because we have not bothered to relate the Word of
God to those affairs of life which lie beyond our personal
interests, our families, and our immediate circle of
Christian friends? As much of Europe rids itself of all
traces of biblical Christianity, it has chosen to degrade
Jesus to merely a man and mock the bible and in turn
embrace a new vision for their future . . . a vision that will
usher in the coming of the antichrist on the world stage.
The Prophet Daniel warns of an end time battle, in which
military will honor, "the god of forces." This reveals that
they look to demonic power, for victory. Constantine the
Great, together with his army, worshipped a warlord
principality demon or territorial spirit which the Romans
called "the god of forces." (Dan. 11:38)

JUPITER GREETER AT THE UNITED NATIONS

the Son of Perdition who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that
is called God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the
Temple of God, shewing himself that he is God. For the Mystery of
Iniquity doth already work: only he who now restrains will let, until he
be taken out of the way and then shall that Wicked be revealed...Even
him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and
signs and lying wonders, and with all deceivableness of
unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the
Love of the Truth (Jesus Christ), that they might be saved. And for this
cause God shall send them a strong delusion, that they should believe
a lie...”
Standing at it entrance of the UN is the mighty statue the Statue of
Zeus (Jupiter) of Ba'al or Zeus; Apollon or Apollyon, Abaddon or
Apollo, Jupiter or Zeus, depending upon whether you’re Roman,
Persian or Greek — Heilios, Hermes, Antiochos, Kommagene,
Mammon. These are the gods of the New Age.

GOD JUPITER STANDS AT THE ENTRANCE OF
THE UNITED NATIONS
He greets the people of the world; of course Jesus is not seen in the
UN.
The Keil & Delitzsch Commentary on the Old Testament addresses the
god of forces as follows:
On the other hand, he will honour the god of fortresses. That
is
not, with Theodotion, the Vulgate, Luther, and others, to be regarded
as the proper name of a god, is now generally acknowledge. But as to
which god is to be understood by the “god of fortresses,” there is very
great diversity of opinion. Grotius, C. B. Michaelis, Gesenius, and
others think on Mars, the god of war, as the one intended; Hävernick,
v. Lengerke, Maurer, and Ewald regard Jupiter Capitolinus, to whom
Antiochus purposed to erect a temple in Antioch (Livy, xli. 20); others,
Jupiter Olympius; while Hitzig, by changing
into
, fortress
of the sea, thinks that Melkart, or the Phoenician Hercules, is referred
to. But according to the following passage, this god was not known to
his fathers. That could not be said either of Mars, or Jupiter, or
Melkart. Add to this, “that if the statement here refers to the
honoring of Hercules, or Mars, or Zeus, or Jupiter, then therewith all
would be denied that was previously said of the king's being destitute
of all religion” (Klief.). The words thus in no respect agree with
Antiochus, and do not permit us to think on any definite heathen
deity.

The Hebrew word mauzzim
translated forces in
Daniel 11:38 means fortresses. The literal meaning of
mauzzin and its context in the midst of war found in
Daniel 11:38-45 isn’t supportive of the belief that the
“god of forces” is a reference to the Luciferian doctrine
of the god of forces. A clear and well documented
summary of this hermeneutically unsound belief can be
read at http://www.christianmediaresearch.com/cmc65.html.
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